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Bots are now part of the social media landscape, and thus, a threat to cyber-physical-social systems (CPSSs). A better un-
derstanding of their characteristic behaviors and estimation of their impact on public opinion could help improve the algorithms
to identify bots and help develop strategies to reduce their infuence. Te cosine function-based algorithm is able to compare the
similarity between tweets and restore the course of information circulation. Combined with malicious features of an account, our
method could efectively detect bots. We implement SEIR model to compute tweets with the hashtag #Huawei 5G and divide the
trend propagation into the following four phases: formation, fermentation, explosion, and decay of trend. Sentiment analysis
revealed the change of emotion and opinion among normal users in diferent stages and the manipulation attempt of bots behind
it. Experiment results show that bots have very limited relation to users’ stance in whole. In early phase bots could afect those who
are neutral. Te infuence of bots declines in later stage. Polarized views can hardly be changed.

1. Introduction

For the past few years, devices or systems have been transformed
into smart connected ones, which are widely named as Internet
of Tings (IoT) and cyber-physical systems (CPSs). Integrating
social networks to CPSs results in a new paradigm called cyber-
physical-social systems (CPSSs). CPSSs include the human-to-
device communications and device-to-device communications
and create continuous interaction of human-device relation-
ships [1]. In recent years, with the development of artifcial
intelligence technology, machine algorithms can automatically
generate fake news stories, spam, misinformation, and other
deceptive content. Bots are used to distribute misleading in-
formation over social media networks. Tey are used as a tool
for public opinion manipulation. By selling anxiety, creating
conficts, spreading rumors, and slander, bots have been used to
manipulate online discussion and shape public life. Teir ac-
tivities are also associated with spamming and harassment. Bots
are regarded as initiator of current challenges towards CPPSs,
such as privacy concerns, ethical issues, safety, and security.

Tere are the following three types of bot accounts:
hecklers, hacker bots, and honeypots. Hecklers attack the
opponent or promote own interest by using analogous
talking points. Hacker bots compromise the social media
accounts of celebrities to post disinformation or gain access
to private communications. Honeypot accounts are used to
contrive friendships between normal users and bots,
building trust through direct messaging or email conver-
sations and then trick users into making payments into
fraudsters’ accounts [2]. Tus, malicious social media bots
are a cyber threat to information security and to our society.

Machine-learning algorithms could help identify bots.
Teir judgement bases mainly on the behavior character-
istics of accounts. To improve the efciency of bot detection
we need a better understanding of bots’ activity in social
media and their actual impact on public opinion. Terefore,
we choose Twitter, one of the most popular social media in
the world, as our sample. Latest Pew Research study shows
that Twitter is by far the most used social platform among
journalists [3]. While much of the reporting is infuenced by
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tweets opinion, researchers estimate that from 9% to 15% of
the active Twitter accounts are bots [4]. Automated accounts
can have an outsized impact, as the 500 most active bots
shared 22% of the total links on Twitter [5]. Our research
focuses frst on distinguishing between bots and normal
users, second on bots’ activity in debate of the hot topic
#Huawei 5G and their impact on public opinion.

2. Related Work

2.1. Feature-Based Bot Detection. Compared with normal
users, bots show great diferences in behavior patterns, in
social networks and in the way of information dissemina-
tion. Using extracted features to train bot detection classifer
is the current major practice. Features refer to the following
three categories: the text content, the behavior patterns, and
the relationship to others. Te choice of features has direct
impact on classifer quality. Researchers worldwide are
looking to optimize algorithms though better characteristic
classifcation.

Content-based bot detection may be accomplished in the
following two ways: (1) Trough text similarity calculation.
Automation controls a large number of fake accounts. Tat
same or similar tweets or hashtags appear at the same instant
in a large number is a typical act of bots. (2)Trough specifc
content in posting like URLs. Bots often induce users to visit
the target website by sending them advertisements, phishing,
or pornographic information which contains URLs pointing
to a same target. Content-based bot detection methods
generally involve natural language processing, text similarity
calculation, text sentiment tendency analysis, word seg-
mentation, and other technologies. Andriotis and Takasu [6]
present a supervised approach to detect automated accounts
on Twitter using four datasets that contain users’ metadata,
content, and sentiment features. Kumar et al. [7] proposed
a neural network ensemble of Text CNN and LSTM model
with BERTembeddings to classify tweets as bot tweets or not
based on the tweets’ textual content. Heidari et al. [8] create
new features based on textual information of online com-
ments. Te new set of sentiment features are extracted from
a tweet’s text and used to train bot detection models. Te
advantage of the content-based bot detection is that the
trained model can efectively distinguish bots with known
characteristics quickly. Te disadvantage is that bots can
evade detection by disguising URLs, changing text gener-
ation templates, and using automated tools to produce
a large number of texts with diferent words but similar
meanings.

Behavior-based bot detection depends on abnormal
behavioral features such as abnormal posting time distri-
bution, frequency, and time series. Methodologically, pat-
tern matching, time series analysis, user behavior modeling,
and statistical analysis are used. Chu et al. [9] proposed
a detection system that consists of two main components,
a client-side logger and a server-side classifer, to distinguish
bots from humans. Dorri et al. [10] present a semisupervised
collective classifcation technique that combines the struc-
tural information of the social graph with the information on
the social behavior of users in a unifed manner to detect

social botnets in a Twitter-like SNS. Te behavior-based bot
detection is suitable for bots with typical abnormal behav-
iors. It has higher robustness and bots can hardly evade.

SNS-based bot detection relies on uncovering abnormal
connections among accounts. Bots do not have normal
social relationships like human. Teir social networks dis-
tinguish in partial structure and attributes. Social Networks-
based bot detection involves technologies such as network
construction, social network analysis, complex network,
graph mining, community detection, network presentation,
and cluster analysis. Sengar et al. [11] compiled activity and
profle information of users on Twitter and using NLP and
supervised machine learning to achieve the objective clas-
sifcation. Zhang et al. [12] propose a rectifed linear post-
synaptic potential function for spiking neurons and a spike-
timing-dependent BP-learning algorithm for DeepSNNs.
Teir model bases on statistical features and user bi-
directional voting. Te statistical features include bi-
directional propagation between trust users and neighbor
nodes. Social Networks-based bot detection can discover
individual bot and collaborative army of bots.

2.2. Information Difusion in the SEIR Model. Te Suscep-
tible-Infective-Removed (SIR) model is one of the most
widely used models for the information difusion research in
social networks. Many researchers have devoted themselves
to improving the classic SIR model in diferent aspects. Rui
et al. [13] proposed a Susceptible-Potential-Infective-
Removed (SPIR) model that analyses the difusion process
based on the discrete time according to simulation. Sang and
Liao [14] proposed a novel information dissemination
model in mobile social networks based on the traditional SIR
model (SEIRD) to know the evolution trend of information
over time. Jia et al. [15] distinguished two propagation
channels of rumor spreading on social networks, proposed
an improved SIR model, and established the corresponding
mean-feld equation. Fu et al. [16] investigated the dynamics
of competitive information difusion over a connected social
network by presenting a modifed SIR model and found that
innovators and larger network degree can help enlarge the
coverage of the information among the population but they
cannot help one information to compete with the other one.

3. Data Collection and Methods

3.1. Data Sets. We crawled through Twitter API all tweets
tagged with the hash #Huawei 5G from November 1, 2019
to December 31, 2019 and got 22,950 samples. Te data
include content features (Table 1) and account features
(Table 2).

3.2. Filtering Nonoriginal Tweets by Cosine Function-Based
Algorithm. Since there are a lot of repetitive contents, lexical
and semantical fltering is necessary. We use the cosine
similarity algorithm to analyze the similarity of contents and
eliminate duplications. Te cosine similarity can compare
the similarity of two tweets in terms of content. Each tweet is
given two attribute vectors, A and B. Te remaining string
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similarity θ is given by the dot product and vector length as
follows:

similarity � cos(θ) �
A · B
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whereAi andBi represent the components of vectorsA andB.
Te similarity is measured by cosine of the angle. When two
vectors point to the same direction and overlap, the value is 1,
indicates that the contents of two tweets are identical; when it
is the 90°angle, the value is 0, means that the contents are
independent.When the value is greater than 0.8, it is regarded
as repeated semantic duplicate content and is eliminated.

3.3. Bot Identifcation Based on Text Content and Account
Feature. Bots are problematic because they manipulate
information, spread misinformation, promote unverifed
information, and adversely afect public opinion. To detect
bots, we frst start with the behavioral characteristics to fnd
out suspicious accounts and then combine with malicious
account characteristics to identify bots.

First, excluding tweets with identical content; then,
sorting tweets with cosine similarity greater than 0.6 by post
time to fnd the earliest atomic sentence. Based on that, the
later added statements are shown in timeline and the or-
ganizational development of contents is restored. Next,
marking the time point when the replies increase rapidly and
labeling the statement that caused this change as key sen-
tence. Finally, using account push to fnd out the account
which frst posted the key sentence. Te more the key
sentence repeats, the larger its value is, and the more sus-
picious the account is. Te fow is as shown in Figure 1.

Consider that the accounts that caused a large number of
retweets could be either activity of organized bots or in-
fuential opinion leader, further detection is needed. We
extract user account characteristics including all postings,
original postings, video postings, fan following ratio,
number of replies, number of likes, number of favorites,
length of registration, and whether certifed. We purpose
a logistic linear regression function to perform machine
learning on the extracted user features to detect bots.

3.4. InformationDifusiononHotTopicsAccording to the SEIR
Model. Te SEIR model of infectious disease dynamics is
divided into four stages. Applying to information difusion,

Table 1: Content features.

Field name Description
Article Te original text of tweet posted by the user
Author User name/login name
Time Posting time, year/month/day/hour/minute
likenum Number of likes on the tweet
replynum Number of replies to this tweet
forwardnum Number of retweets for this tweet
article_id Te URL address of the tweet
author_id Te link to author’s homepage

Table 2: Account features.

Field name Description
user_id Personal ID generated by account registration
Name User name
Location Residential address selected by the user at the time of registration
createtime Time of account creation
fansnum Number of followers of the account
friendsnum Number of other users that this account follows
statusnum Number of tweets posted by the account
medianum Number of videos and other multimedia posted by the account
favoritenum Number of tweets collected by the account
screen_name User-created login name
Verifed Whether the user account is authenticated, 1 means yes, 0 means no
Fpf Followers-to-friends ratio
originalp Tweets to all posting ratio
retweetp Percentage of retweets, i.e. (1-originalp)
Quantity Total number of tweets posted by this account
regtime Registration time
isBot Determine whether the user is a bot
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they are Stage S (formation period), in which the news
spread on the Internet but has not triggered public attention
jet.; Stage E (fermentation period), in which the public forms
opinions, attitudes, and emotions about the event gradually;
Stage I (outbreak period) is characterized with drastic
fuctuation, large volume of information, and clear emo-
tional tendency. Stage R (dissipation period) in which public
attention decreases and the topic of heat vanishes.

Most social networks are dimensionless, a scale-free
model refects the normality better than the one based on
random networks. We use the Fitness model as archetype,
with m0 bots in the network at the beginning. For each
additional time interval, a new batch of bots with rankmwill
join in. And the present bot i could connect to the new bot.
Te probability of connection hangs on the rank and
adaptability of the old one. Te relationship is shown as
follows:

 i �
ηiki

jηjkj

, (2)

where  i is the probability of connection, ηi is the rank, and
ki is the adaptability. Let N (t) be the total number of bots at
time t, equal to m0 plus t. Although infectious disease and
information do not spread exactly the same, they do share
some similarities. Tey need connection and disseminators.
Te Susceptible-Exposed-Infective-Recovered-Susceptible
(SEIRS) model is used to describe the information difu-
sion. Let S (t), E (t), I (t), and R (t) be the amounts of bots at
time t and represent: S is the one who has not been con-
tacted; E is the one whomay have interest in the topic; I is the
one who join the discussion; R is the one who quit the issue.
Teir transformation is shown in Figure 2.

β,ω, c, σ, α are the triggering rate of bots in diferent
stages. Te triggering rate of bots depends on the topic and
on the rank of other bots in the same scale-free network. We
modeled them as follows:

βi � β0
ki

jKj

. (3)

βi is the transition probability from S to E. β0 is the
infection rate of the topic. Suppose that the total number of
bots in E induced by bot i equals ki. In this time unit, the
number can be expressed as follows:
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Let β be
i�E(t)
t�1 βiki, the model of information difusion

on scale-free social networks can be expressed as follows:
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4. Results and Analyses

4.1. Experimental Environment. Te experimental hardware
environment is shown in Table 3.

4.2. Trend in the SEIRModel. We analyze the topic “Huawei
5G” on Twitter according to the SEIR model. Te timeline is
shown in Table 4.

We used natural language processing to analyze the four
stages of tweets content into the following three tendencies:
positive (blue), negative (green), and neutral (yellow). Fig-
ure 3 refects the trend of emotional tendencies in four stages.

Tis shows that (1) neutral tweets were the most in all
phases; (2) opinions are the most divergent in Stage I. Te
battle of views drives the discussion to the peak; (3) in Stage
E, the participation drops slightly than the beginning, the
public are looking forward further information to their own
judgement. Tus, Stage E is an import time point for ma-
nipulating or guiding public opinion; (4) in Stage R, neutral
netizens quit the discussion, while the dissenter stay. It
indicates that social network users with a clear emotional
orientation are more willing to follow the topic.

4.3. Verifcation of Bot Detection. We had manually mark
10,179 accounts for the dataset. Account considered as bot is
marked as 1, otherwise as 0.Te dataset is used for algorithm
training and performance verifcation.

Crawling tweets
& retweets

Grouping by
semantic similarity

Targeting
suspicious accounts

Clustering

Cross-
validation

Figure 1: Flowchart of bot detection.
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Figure 2: Four stages transition.
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We used TP (True Positives), FN (False Negatives), FP
(False Positives), and TN (True Negatives) to classify the
2000 accounts of the prediction model. TP indicates that the
model correctly detected the bot; TN indicates that the
model incorrectly detected the bot as normal user; FP in-
dicates that the model incorrectly detected the normal user
as bot; and FN indicates that the model incorrectly detected
the bot as normal user. Accuracy tells how many times the
model was correct overall. Precision is how good the model
is at predicting a bot account. Recall tells how many times
the model was able to detect a bot account. Te formula for
calculation is as shown in Table 5.

In this experiment, the values of TP, TN, FP, and FN are
347, 1637, 353, and 357, which means the accuracy is
99.2%, precision is 98.3%, and recall is 97.2%. It indicates
that the bot detection model used in the experiment has
high accuracy and can provide support for further
experiments.

4.4. Bot Activities. First, we count the number of tweets in
the whole process and visualized as shown in Figure 4.

We can see that (1) bot activities are found in all four
stages; (2) among the total 22950 tweets, 19111 were from
normal users, that is 83.27%; 3839 were from bots, that is
16.73%; and (3) the trend peaked at 18:01:27 on 12.05.2019.
At that point 437 tweets were posted, 86% were from normal
users and 14% were from bots.

Te following Figures 5–8 show the bot activities at each
stage:

It is to see that (1) bots weremost active in the S and R stage
and contributed 18.54% and 18.74%of all tweets, 2%more than
the average, while normal users were more active in the E and I
stage and posted 85.57% and 84.31% of all tweets. Tis shows
a clear diference between their behaviors and (2) bots were
highly involved in early discussion and promoted the for-
mation of hot topic. When the topic of heat drops, bots will
once again inrush into the discussion and reverse the trend.

4.5. Bot Infuence on Public Opinion. In the period from
11.01.2019 to 12.31.2019 we get 22,950 tweets on the whole.
We categorize them according to afective tendencies into
three groups, red for afrmative, yellow for negative and
green for neutral. Te emotional tendency of normal users
and bots are shown in Figure 9.

Visualizing Figure 10 with a parallel coordinate chart we
get Figure 9. For the same color, dark one represents the
afective tendency of normal users, while light one shows the
public opinion including bots as a whole. Tat the two lines
are almost in parallel, means that the infuence of bots is
minimal.

To get a better understanding of the diference of bots
and human in sentiment tendencies, we show them in
percentage. Te light color o indicates normal users and the
dark indicates bots, Figure 11.

We assume that bots only perform tasks and won’t
change mind, while normal users do. Normal users with
neutral attitudes continuously decline from stage E, while
the one with opposing attitudes increase, indicating that the

Table 3: Experimental environment.

Hardware name Version
Operating system Windows 11 64 bit

Processor 12th Gen Intel(R) Core (TM)
i7-12700H 2.30GHz

Memory 12th Gen Intel(R) Core (TM)
i7-12700H 2.30GHz 16g

Table 4: Time period of topic #Huawei 5G.

Stage Time quantum
S-stage 2019.11.01 00:01:27–2019.11.1706:01:27
E-stage 2019.11.17 06:01:27–2019.12.0106:01:27
I-stage 2019.12.01 06:01:27–2019.12.2206:01:27
R-stage 2019.12.22 06:01:27–2019.12.3123:58:11

Trends of sentiment orientations
7000
6000
5000
4000
3000
2000
1000

0
S-stage E-stage I-stage R-stage

negative
positive
neutral

Figure 3: Trend of sentiments.
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Figure 4: Tweets (a) inclusive and (b) exclusive bots’ postings.
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Figure 5: Tweets in S-stage (a) inclusive and (b) exclusive bots’ postings.
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Figure 6: Tweets in E-stage (a) inclusive and (b) exclusive bots’ postings.

Table 5: Algorithm performance evaluation indicators.

Metric Defnition
Accuracy (TP + TN)/(TP + FP + TN + FN)

Precision (TP)/(TP + FP)

Recall (TP)/(TP + FN)
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Figure 7: Tweets in I-stage (a) inclusive and (b) exclusive bots’ postings.
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Figure 8: Tweets in E-stage (a) inclusive and (b) exclusive bots’ postings.
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Figure 9: Sentiments inclusive vs. exclusive bots’ infuence.
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neutrals become opponents. Reasons for the change could
be: frst, the approval bots reduce 19.73% from S to E stage
and second and the negative bots increased signifcantly
from E to I stage. Normal users with supportive attitude
remain stable. Tey are less infuenced by external opinion
and stick to their own views.

5. Conclusions

Bots are automated accounts used to engage in social media.
Tey are often blamed for opinion manipulation on divisive
issues, because bots can spread information rapidly and

amplify specifc content strategically. Working in unison,
they can maximize impact and give the illusion of large-scale
consensus.

Our study focuses on improving bot detection tech-
niques and evaluating the difusion of discussions on social
media by bots. First, we used a cosine function-based al-
gorithm to judge the similarity between texts and extract
content related features. In combination of malicious ac-
count features through machine learning process we are able
to identify bots efciently. Ten, we applied the SEIR Model
from epidemic study to trends analysis. A controversial topic
experiences generally formation (S), fermentation (E),
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Figure 10: Tweets of diferent sentiment orientations (a) inclusive and (b) exclusive those posted by bots.
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Figure 11: Sentiment orientations of users and bots.
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explosion (I), and decay (R) of trend. Our question is
whether and to what degree can bots infuence users’ per-
spectives. Bots have very limited on people’s view if we take
the trend as a whole, but in diferent stages their infuence is
diverse. In early phase bots could afect the users who take
a neutral position. Bots can win the amorphous middle by
setting an echo chamber around them. In opposite, the late-
moving birds catch no worm, because the infuence of bots
declines in later stages.

Not all bots engage in public opinion manipulation.
From the sentiment analysis we can see that even within the
bot group, neutral ones are the majority. A possible ex-
planation could be that those neutral tweets were posted by
good bots and fake good bots. Te latter post promotion,
critics and general content in combination, in order to better
imitate a human user and thus evade detection methods.
Good bots often identify themselves clearly as bots and tweet
useful information and latest news. Making good bots more
infuential on social media networks is a way to combat
malicious automation.

Bots exist on all kinds of social media platform. Current
research focuses mainly on Twitter bots. One reason for this
is the unwillingness of platforms to share data on account
activity. It makes researchers difcult to analyze message
frequency, networks, or employ other techniques to identify
bots. Some bot behavior may be universal, but there are
some platform-specifc characteristics which deserve more
attention.
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